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In addition, we compared the AOC practices to
selected industry “better/best practices” and
“good ideas” in the spirit of encouraging and
facilitating the AOC’s own assessment of its
governing rules on a “go-forward” basis in light of
recent advances made in audit oversight and
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Letter from Dr. Peter Hughes, CPA
Transmittal Letter
Audit No. 2807-13 September 16, 2009
TO: Members, Board of Supervisors
Members, Audit Oversight Committee
FROM: Dr. Peter Hughes, CPA, Director
Internal Audit Department
SUBJECT: Compliance Audit of the Boards’
Audit Oversight Committee

As a best practice, OC Internal Audit Department reviewed the Board of Supervisors’
Audit Oversight Committee for compliance with its own Bylaws and Administrative Rules
and found it fully complying in all material regards with its governing rules. Our review
period was calendar years 2007 and 2008. This review was initially supported by the
Chair of the Board of Supervisors, Pat Bates and presented for discussion to the AOC
on May 27, 2009. This report was presented for discussion on September 2, 2009 to
AOC at its quarterly meeting. The AOC response is included.
We recognize there are many different AOC guidelines/checklists available to the Board
and AOC to consider. We have provided our comparison only as a starting point for the
County and not as the final or definitive review. Our comparison is provided to stimulate
discussion among Board members as to ways they may be able to further enhance the
AOC’s effectiveness. We compared the AOC practices to selected industry “better/best
practices” and “good ideas” in the spirit of encouraging and facilitating the AOC’s own
assessment of its governing rules on a “go-forward” basis in light of recent advances
made in audit oversight and governance.
We selected the authoritative 2008 Research Report from the Association of
Government Auditors because it presents an AOC Checklist that incorporates key
characteristics for government entities identified from five (5) different authoritative
entities and includes insights from the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(AICPA), the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) and the international
public accounting firm KPMG.
It is ours and many of my colleagues’ judgment that this 39-page Research Report
presents a comprehensive and well-rounded reference tool to the Board and AOC. The
insights provided in the AGA’s 2008 Research Report were developed under the
guidance of some of the most respected names in the auditing profession and should
serve the County well as it assesses its AOC governing rules in light of recent advances
made in government audit oversight and governance.

i
The Internal Audit Department is an independent audit function reporting directly to the Orange County Board of Supervisors.

Letter from Dr. Peter Hughes, CPA
Our comparisons found that the Board and AOC had at its inception adopted both
practices and policies (governing rules) that embraced the majority of the current best
practices presented in the AGA’s Research Report that we judged most closely aligned
with the Audit Charter and related governing rules approved by the Board. It should be
noted that our comparison is intended to complement not replace the County’s own
choice of AOC Guidelines/Checklists for its own assessment should it choose to do so.
Given the importance independence plays in the effectiveness of any Director of Internal
Audit/Internal Audit Department, we have underscored in our comparison of “better/best
practices,” the AGA’s Research Report’s emphasis on the need to have the Governing
Board and or the AOC ensure that the internal auditors are not deterred from acting
objectively and exercising their professional judgments by pressures, actual or
perceived, from management. This issue is highly relevant to any Governing Body and
AOC in establishing its own duties and responsibilities in so far as any such shortcoming
in this regard would be considered in the profession as material failures of the Governing
Body and AOC (items 9,17, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 29 identify critical practices that support
the independence of the audit function).
We identified eight recommendations for the BOS and AOC to consider for further
enhancing the AOC oversight effectiveness.
Each month I submit an Audit Status Report to the BOS where I detail any audit activity
released in reports during the prior month. Accordingly, the results of this report will be
included in a future status report to the BOS.
As always, I remain available to answer any questions you may have. Please contact
me directly or Eli Littner, Deputy Director at 834-5899 or Alan Marcum, Senior Audit
Manager at 834-4119 if we can be of any assistance.

Attachment

Distribution Pursuant to Audit Oversight Committee Procedure No. 1:
cc:

Foreperson, Grand Jury
Darlene J. Bloom, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

ii
The Internal Audit Department is an independent audit function reporting directly to the Orange County Board of Supervisors.
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September 16, 2009

TO:

Members, Board of Supervisors
Members, Audit Oversight Committee

FROM:

Dr. Peter Hughes, CPA, Director
Internal Audit Department

SUBJECT:

Compliance Audit of the Boards’
Audit Oversight Committee

Objective
The objectives of this review are threefold: The first objective was to
determine whether the AOC is complying with its duties and
responsibilities. The basis for our review is founded on the duties
assigned to the AOC by the BOS in its original 1995 Resolution
establishing the AOC as an advisory committee to the County Internal
Auditor. The Board approved Bylaws and IAD/AOC Charter and the
AOC’s Administrative Rules. The second objective was to compare
the Board of Supervisors’ AOC’s duties and responsibilities to the
practices identified and recommended for consideration by the
Association of Governmental Auditors (AGA) and the Government
Finance Officers Association (GFOA) as “best practices” or “good
ideas”. The third objective was to review the organizational reporting
relationships between the BOS, the AOC, and the County Internal
Auditor for compliance with the critical “independence” requirements
promulgated by the US Government Accountability Office (GAO) and
the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA).
Comparisons to Industry “Better/Best Practices”
We compared the AOC practices to selected industry “better/best
practices” and “good ideas” obtained from the international
Association of Governmental Auditors (AGA) in the spirit of
encouraging and facilitating the AOC’s own assessment of its
governing rules on a “go-forward” basis in light of recent advances
made in audit oversight and governance.
We recognize there are many different AOC guidelines/checklists
available to the Board and AOC to consider. We have provided our
AGA comparison only as a starting point for the County and not as the
final or definitive review. Our comparison is provided to stimulate
discussion among Board members as to ways they may be able to
further enhance the AOC’s effectiveness.
It should be noted that our use of the AGA 2008 Research Report as
a point of comparison is intended to complement and not replace the
County’s own choice of AOC Guidelines/Checklists for its own
assessment should it choose to do so.
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OC Internal Auditor’s Report
We selected the authoritative 2008 Research Report from the Association of
Government Auditors because it presents an AOC Checklist that incorporates key
government sector characteristics identified from five (5) different authoritative entities
and includes insights from the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(AICPA), the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) and the international
public accounting firm KPMG.
It is our as well as many in the profession’s judgment that the AGA’s 39-page 2008
Research Report presents a comprehensive and well-rounded reference tool for any
Government Governing Body and AOC. The insights provided in the AGA’s Research
Report were developed under the guidance of some of the most respected names in the
auditing profession and should serve the County well as it assesses its AOC governing
rules in light of recent advances made in audit oversight and governance.
Given the importance independence plays in the effectiveness of the County Internal
Auditor and the Internal Audit Department we have underscored the position taken by
the AGA’s Research Report’s as well as the US Government Accountability Office
(GAO) (the authoritative body that sets all auditing standards for Federal, State,
Counties and Cities) They both emphasize the need to have the Governing Board and
or the AOC ensure that the internal auditors are not deterred from acting objectively and
exercising their professional judgments by pressures, actual or perceived, from
management. This issue is relevant to any AOC in establishing its own duties and
responsibilities in so far as any such shortcoming in this regard would be considered in
the profession as material failures of the Governing Body and AOC.
Conclusion
The Audit Oversight Committee was found fully compliant in all material regards with all
key AOC established requirements.
In addition, we found that the Board and AOC had already adopted both practices and
policies (governing rules) that embraced the majority of the better/best practices
presented in the AGA’s 2008 Research Report that we considered most closely aligned
with the audit character and related governing rules approved by the Board. It should be
noted that our comparison is intended to complement not replace the County’s own
choice of AOC Guidelines/Checklists for its own assessment should it choose to do so.
We identified eight recommendations for the BOS and AOC to consider for further
enhancing the AOC oversight effectiveness.
Background
In 1995, the Board, based upon recommendations from both the Orange County Grand
Jury and a Blue Ribbon Advisory Committee to the Board of Supervisors, separated the
Internal Audit Department from the Auditor-Controller, the County’s Chief Accounting
Officer, and assigned the function to itself. The Internal Audit Department is now and
has been for the past 14 years, a direct reporting function to the County’s highest
Governing Body, the Board of Supervisors, in order to ensure its independence from
undue managerial influences and pressures as required by the applicable GAO
governmental auditing standards.
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At the time of the separation, the Audit Oversight Committee (AOC) was also
established as an oversight arm of the Board to advise the County Internal Auditor. The
AOC reviewed the checklists of this report on May 27, 2009 and approved its
advancement. We are planning to present this report to the 4th Quarter AOC meeting on
September 2, 2009 for their discussion.

AGA Study
AGA research Report No. 17 titled “Characteristics of Effective Audit Committees
in Federal, State and Local Governments,” dated November 2008:
Following the May 27, 2009, the Chairman of the AOC recommended and forwarded the
AGA 2008 Research Report via email on May 29, 2009 to all AOC members to assist in
their review of the comparison provided in this Audit Report.
This study was conducted to help governmental agencies identify AOC practices that
have been proven to make audit committees more effective. The key to properly utilizing
this study is to recognize as the AGA itself states, “One size does not fit all”. Their report
identifies many best practices and good ideas for government audit committees. The
AGA notes, “Not all practices and ideas are appropriate for every committee. Each
government will have to select those practices that work well for them.”
The AGA states in their research report that the objective of this research was to
“identify the characteristics of effective, mature audit committees at all levels of
government—local, state and federal.” Since the U.S. has 90,000 or so governmental
entities, this research is not an attempt to identify all governments with such committees
nor is it an audit of whether committees actually perform as they say they perform.
Rather the research identifies best practices and good ideas of current audit committees,
which the AGA contacted during the research. The best practices and good ideas
identified in this report are representative of practices that may be applicable to most
governments, but in no way should they be viewed as the only practices that will work.
They should, however, be considered by all governments with an audit committee or
contemplating establishing one.
The AGA found that there are no over-arching legal or regulatory requirements for audit
committees in governmental entities. Several professional organizations recommend
that their members implement audit committees, most notably the Government Finance
Officers Association (GFOA). In addition the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) and the
Association of Local Government Auditors identify audit committees as a best practice
for their members. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) and the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) encourage audit committees for governmental entities,
though neither requires audit committees.
It appears to be that, even though there are no over-arching legal or regulatory
requirements for governmental audit committees, many governmental entities have
implemented audit committees to support and strengthen their internal and external audit
functions, internal controls, and financial management and financial reporting functions.
Report of Compliance Audit of the Boards’
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Further, the absence of overall requirements has enabled each government to shape
and structure its audit committee to meet its individual needs.
In conclusion the AGA recommends that each government entity consider an audit
committee for its government. With the broad scope of government activities and the
variety of laws and regulations to which they are subject, there are no standard models
for the mission, structure, operations, responsibilities, membership or activities of such
committees. It is critical that each committee be shaped and formed by the needs of the
specific entity.
Observations and Recommendations
We identified the following eight observations and corresponding recommendations for
the BOS and AOC to consider for further enhancing the AOC oversight effectiveness:
Observation 1
The AOC and the IAD have the same charter. In addition, the duties and responsibilities
are noted in four separate documents, the original Board resolution, the IAD/AOC
charter, the Bylaws and the Administrative Rules. We recognize that while the
combination of all these documents do justice to the better/best practices for AOC
bodies, having this many references make it challenging to review, revise and cite. The
profession recommends two separate charters in order to facilitate easy reference,
comparison and revision.
Recommendation 1
The BOS and the AOC consider consolidating its current governing rules into two
separate charters, one for the AOC and one for IAD. As a separate exercise, the AOC
should also consider either adopting a model charter template or develop a hybrid from
those examples promoted by the AICPA, GFOA, AGA, or from the international public
accounting firms. (Practice and Standard No. 2)
AOC Response via Committee Chair for Recommendation No. 1
The AOC concurs that separate charters should be prepared for the AOC and the IAD.
The AOC has elected to use the GFOA document, “Recommended Practice (for) Audit
Committees (1997, 2002, 2006, and 2008),” as supplemented by the GFOA document,
“An Elected Official’s Guide (for) Audit Committees.” In addition, we will supplement the
GFOA documents with the AICPA’s “Audit Committee Charter Matrix for Government
Organizations.” I distributed a draft copy of a matrix that included these documents and
relevant excerpts from the audit report to the AOC members at the September meeting.
The AOC agreed to meet again to decide the appropriate items to contain within the
committee’s charter. This document has been included as an attachment to this
response. We will then prepare a charter based upon the results of our deliberations
and submit it to the Board of Supervisors for approval. The timing for completion of this
project is dependent on the availability of AOC members for a separate meeting. I
understand that your office is coordinating the scheduling of this meeting.
The committee also agreed that IAD should have a separate charter. I suggest that your
office revise your charter and submit it to the AOC for review at a subsequent meeting.
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Observation 2
The AOC Bylaws while specifying the membership of the AOC, are silent regarding
desired qualifications, residence and attendance requirements, term limits, and
recruitment process for its public member.
Recommendation 2
AOC consider clarifying in their Bylaws specific qualifications, residence and attendance
requirements, term limits, and recruitment process for its public member. (Practice and
Standard No. 5)
AOC Response via Committee Chair for Recommendation Nos. 2 – 8
The audit report also provided seven specific recommendations for AOC bylaw changes.
These recommendations will be considered for inclusion within the bylaws or the charter
as the committee determines appropriate during its charter review session.

Observation 3
The AOC Bylaws are silent regarding their authority and budget available to contract for
services (Example: legal, financial, audit), as they deem necessary to conduct their
duties.
Recommendation 3
AOC consider specifying in their Bylaws their authority and budget to contract services
necessary to perform their AOC duties. (Practice and Standard No. 8)

Observation 4
The AOC does not prepare a verbal or written summary of its activities for the year to the
Board.
Recommendation 4
AOC consider presenting a verbal or written summary for the year to the BOS at one of
its public meetings. This report could contain highlights of the AOC meetings, actions
and issue resolutions. (Practice and Standard No. 10)
Observation 5
The AOC Bylaws do not require that the AOC conduct a periodic self-assessment to see
how effective they judge themselves to be in performing their duties.
Recommendation 5
OC consider adding to its Bylaws a periodic self-assessment to see how effective they
judge themselves to be in performing their duties. To facilitate this review the AOC
should consider the use of the recommended Association of Governmental Auditor’s
questionnaire to the AOC members to augment its current internal assessments.
(Practice and Standard No. 11) See Attachment A for an updated model version
adapted for OC AOC. At a minimum, this self assessment could be performed in
conjunction with the Peer Review of OCIAD.
Report of Compliance Audit of the Boards’
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Observation 6
The AOC Bylaws do not state that the AOC has the responsibility to recommend to the
BOS their choice of an External Auditor for the County.
Recommendation 6
AOC consider adding language to AOC Bylaws that state the AOC has the responsibility
to recommend to the BOS their choice of an External Auditor for the County. (Practice
and Standard No. 13)
Observation 7
The AOC Bylaws do not state that the AOC has the responsibility to annually evaluate
the performance of the External Auditors and to review their quality control procedures
by reviewing and discussing their Peer Review.
Recommendation 7
AOC consider adding language to AOC Bylaws that state the AOC has the responsibility
to annually evaluate the performance of the External Auditors and to review their quality
control procedures by reviewing and discussing their Peer Review. (Practice and
Standard No. 14)
Observation 8
Currently there is no formal, standardized orientation provided to new members of the
AOC on either an individual or group basis. The practice for the past 14 years is for the
CEO, A/C and the County Internal Auditor to provide an orientation to each new AOC
member on an individual basis and as needed. The County Internal Auditor currently
provides each new Board member to the AOC an extensive orientation packet and
briefing on the history of the IAD.
Recommendation 8
AOC consider whether the current AOC orientation practices are adequate as it relates
to their duties, and direct staff to revise or augment the orientation as considered
beneficial. (Practice and Standard No. 39)
The AOC responses are included as Attachment C.
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OC Audit Oversight Committee
Compliance Checklist of Duties
We compared the AOC practices to selected industry “better/best practices” and “good ideas” in the spirit of
encouraging and facilitating the AOC’s own re-assessment of its governing rules on a “go-forward” basis in
light of recent advances made in audit oversight and governance. We recognize there are many different
AOC guidelines/checklists available to the Board and AOC to consider. We have provided our comparison
only as a starting point for the County and not as the final or definitive review. Our comparison is provided
to stimulate discussion among Board members as to ways they may be able to further enhance the AOC’s
effectiveness.

We selected the authoritative 2008 Research Report from the Association of Government
Auditors because it presents an AOC Checklist that incorporates key characteristics identified
from five (5) different authoritative entities and includes insights from such authorities as the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), the Government Finance Officers
Association (GFOA) and the international public accounting firm KPMG. In addition, we cite GAO
and IIA auditing standards regarding auditors independence to compliment and clarify observations noted in
the AGA Research Report. It should be noted that our use of the AGA 2008 Research Report as a point of
comparison is intended to compliment, not replace the County’s own choice of AOC Guidelines/Checklists
and its own re-assessments should it choose to do so.

AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)
1.

The Governing Board has formally established and
authorized an Audit Committee.

Did OC adopt
practice?
Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
Board Resolution No. 95-271
(Lines 16-22)
AOC Bylaws (Lines 10-13)
IAD Charter (Lines 50-55)

Comments:
BOS Resolution – Establish an Audit Oversight Committee consisting of a Member of the Board of Supervisors,
Treasurer-Tax Collector, Auditor-Controller, Chief Executive Officer (CEO), and two Department Heads
selected by the CEO. Direct this Committee to act in an oversight capacity to the Internal Audit Unit, including
approval of the annual audit plan. (The membership composition was later amended by Board action on
12/17/02, #102B to consist of the Chair and Vice Chair of the Board of Supervisors, the Auditor-Controller, the
County Executive Officer (CEO) and a Public Member.)
AOC Bylaws – This committee has been established as an advisory committee to the Board of Supervisors.
IAD Charter – The Audit Oversight Committee is an advisory committee to the Board of Supervisors and
provides oversight of the County’s Internal Audit Department and external audit coverage. The Committee
assists the Board in ensuring the independence of the internal audit function and ensuring that appropriate
action is taken on audit findings. The Committee helps to promote and enhance effective internal controls for
County operations, and serves as an important communication link between external auditors, internal
auditors, and operating management.
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AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)
2.

The mission, role and responsibilities of the Audit
Oversight Committee (AOC) are clearly defined and
formally approved.

Did OC adopt
practice?
Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
Board Resolution No. 95-271
(Lines 20-22)
AOC Bylaws (Lines 79-113)
IAD Charter (Lines 50-55)

Comments:
BOS Resolution – Direct this Committee to act in an oversight capacity to the Internal Audit Unit, including
approval of the annual audit plan.
AOC Bylaws – The scope of Committee’s authority will be based on the Board Resolution No. 95-271, dated
April 25, 1995 as amended by any future Board action.
IAD Charter – The Audit Oversight Committee is an advisory committee to the Board of Supervisors and
provides oversight of the County’s Internal Audit Department and external audit coverage. The Committee
assists the Board in ensuring the independence of the internal audit function and ensuring that appropriate
action is taken on audit findings. The Committee helps to promote and enhance effective internal controls for
County operations, and serves as an important communication link between external auditors, internal
auditors, and operating management.
RECOMMENDATION: The BOS and the AOC consider preparing two separate charters, one for the AOC and
one for IAD that contain all relevant duties and responsibilities. Consider either adopting a model charter
template or develop a hybrid from those examples promoted by the AICPA, GFOA, AGA, or from the
international public accounting firms.

3.

The AOC is comprised of at least 3 Committee
Members. (GFOA)

Yes

Board Resolution No. 95-271
(Lines 16-19)
AOC Bylaws (Lines 17-30)

Comments:
BOS Resolution – Establish an Audit Oversight Committee consisting of a Member of the Board of Supervisors,
Treasurer-Tax Collector, Auditor-Controller, Chief Executive Officer (CEO), and two Department Heads
selected by the CEO. (The membership composition was later amended by Board action on 12/17/02, #102B)
AOC Bylaws – The membership of the AOC was approved by Board action on 12/17/02, #102B and consists of
the following: the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Board of Supervisors (BOS), the Auditor-Controller (AC), the County Executive Officer (CEO), the Treasurer-Tax Collector as Ex-Officio (non-voting) Member, and
one member from the private sector appointed by the BOS.

4.

AOC membership is determined by the Governing
Body and may include internal and external
representation as considered appropriate.

Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 17-20)

Comments:
Of the five voting AOC members, two are from the County’s “governing board,” the BOS. One member is the
elected Auditor-Controller; one member is the County Executive Officer (CEO); one is an appointed public
member, and one member is the ex-officio (non-voting) Treasurer Tax-Collector. Comment: AOC reviewed its
membership and confirmed on March 25, 2009 the effectiveness of its current membership.
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AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)
5.

The recruitment process of the AOC public
appointee and desired qualifications are well
defined.

Did OC adopt
practice?
Partially addressed

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
AOC Bylaws (lines 17-20)

Comments:
AOC Bylaws provide for the nomination of a public member by the AOC, but are silent regarding desired
qualifications and recruitment.
RECOMMENDATION: AOC consider clarifying in their Bylaws specific qualifications, residence and
attendance requirements, term limits, and recruitment process for its public member.

6.

The AOC deals exclusively with audit and audit
related issues. It does not have finance or budget
as areas it also oversees.

Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 79-113)
IAD Charter
(Lines 50-55, 62-65)

Comments:

AOC Bylaws – The scope of Committee’s authority will be based on the Board Resolution No. 95-271, dated
April 25, 1995 as amended by any future Board action.
IAD Charter – The Audit Oversight Committee is an advisory committee to the Board of Supervisors and
provides oversight of the County’s Internal Audit Department and external audit coverage. The Committee
assists the Board in ensuring the independence of the internal audit function and ensuring that appropriate
action is taken on audit findings. The Committee helps to promote and enhance effective internal controls for
County operations, and serves as an important communication link between external auditors, internal
auditors, and operating management. Furthermore, the BOS shall be responsible for the Internal Audit
Department’s annual budget, staffing size, and the salaries and classifications of the staff taking into
consideration recommendations by the AOC.

7.

The AOC Committee retains a member with audit
and financial expertise.

Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 16-18)

Comments:
The Chair and Vice Chair of the County’s Board of Supervisors, the County’s Executive Officer and the
Auditor-Controller are all permanent voting members of the AOC. Each of these positions ensures the AOC
will possess management, financial, audit, legislative and governmental experience.

8.

AOC can engage outside expertise.

Yes

Comments:
The AOC may (and have) request from the BOS the approval to contract with any outside services, or
consultants, as they believe warranted. The AOC does not have a budget and is dependent upon funding from
the BOS. Any request for services is subject to the same approval requirements as any County department.
Expenditures have been made through the CEO, A-C and IAD budget as directed by the AOC and authorized
by the BOS. Specifically, the AOC has recommended to the BOS the retention of Peer Review services of
outside firms for IAD.
RECOMMENDATION: AOC consider specifying in their Bylaws their authority to contract services necessary
to perform their AOC duties.
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Compliance Checklist of Duties

9.

AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

The AOC Committee reports to the highest
Governing Body/Individual for the entity. (GFOA)

Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
AOC Bylaws (Lines 11-13)

Comments:
The Audit Oversight Committee reports to Board of Supervisors, which has exclusive statutory authority for
the establishment and assignment of the Internal Audit Department for the County.
AOC Bylaws – This Committee has been established as an advisory committee to the Board of Supervisors, the
highest governing body for the County.

10. The AOC Committee’s activities are summarized in
an annual report and are made publicly available.

Partially Addressed

AOC Bylaws (Lines 107-111, 6770)

Comments:
The County Internal Auditor prepares comprehensive Monthly and Annual reports for the AOC and BOS that
are widely distributed to County executive management, the Grand Jury and the general public and are
posted on Internal Audit Department’s public web page. The County Internal Auditor’s Annual OC Internal
Auditor’s Report is addressed to the BOS and is a comprehensive 25 page summary of all auditing activity
(including AOC activity for the year) in the County as well as critical highlights of significant audits, results,
and Performance Measures of IAD. The Annual OC Internal Auditor’s Report is presented to the Audit
Oversight Committee annually. Afterward, it is presented to the BOS in a regular public member as part of the
Monthly Internal Auditor’s Activities Status Report.
AOC Bylaws – The AOC’s authority and objectives includes presenting a summary of Committee activities and
significant audit results to the Board through the distribution of the quarterly meeting material distributions
packages. The order of AOC meetings includes County staff keeping minutes of each meeting and offering
them for Committee approval on the subsequent meeting agenda. All such information is posted on the
County Internal Auditor’s Internal Audit Department web site.
RECOMMENDATION:
AOC consider presenting a verbal or written summary for the year to the BOS at one of its public meetings and
for insertion in the County Internal Auditors’ Annual Report. This report could contain highlights of the AOC
meetings, actions and issue resolutions.
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AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
.

11. The AOC discusses with its members on an
annual/periodic basis (self-evaluation) successes in
carrying out responsibilities and the effectiveness
of the charter. The AOC should address the
following questions:

Partially Addressed

Did they perform each activity identified in their
Charter and Bylaws?
a. What is the opinion of the AOC about their
performance?
b. What changes, if any, should be made?
c. Does the Charter need revision?
d. Is the membership appropriate?

Comments:
The AOC has revisited, reviewed and/or revised their Bylaws, the IAD Charter, and Administrative Procedures
on several occasions as deemed warranted. Some issues explored included the composition of the AOC
members; the duties of the AOC; and management’s reply to IAD audit findings.
RECOMMENDATION: AOC consider adding to its Bylaws a periodic self-assessment to see how effective they
judge themselves to be in performing their duties. To facilitate this review the AOC should consider the use of
the recommended Association of Governmental Auditor’s questionnaire to the AOC members to augment its
current internal assessments. (See Attachment A)

12. The AOC has oversight responsibilities for the
External Auditors.

Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 89-94)
IAD Charter
(Lines 50-51, 53-55)

Comments:
The AOC Bylaws states that the AOC is: “To oversee the quality of financial reporting activities which portray
the County’s financial condition, results of operations, and plans and long-term commitments, primarily
through oversight of the public accounting firm providing the external audit coverage of the County’s
consolidated financial statements.”
IAD Charter – The AOC is an advisory committee to the BOS and provides oversight of the County’s Internal
Audit Department and external audit coverage. The Committee helps to promote and enhance effective
internal controls for County operations, and serves as an important communication link between external
auditors, internal auditors, and operating management.
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OC Audit Oversight Committee
Compliance Checklist of Duties
AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

13. The AOC either evaluates and recommends or has
responsibility for hiring and monitoring the External
Auditor.

Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
AOC Bylaws (Lines 89-94)
Such activity is captured in the
AOC agenda items and minutes.

Comments:
Not explicit in the AOC Bylaws, but a practice as evidenced by the AOC Agendas and Minutes. (AOC
Agenda/Minutes dated April 7, 2008)
RECOMMENDATION: AOC consider adding language to AOC Bylaws that state the AOC has the responsibility
to recommend to the BOS their choice of an External Auditor for the County.

14. The AOC reviews the quality control procedures of
the External Auditors by reviewing and discussing
their Peer Review and annually evaluates their
performance.

Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 89-94)

Comments:
Not explicit in the AOC Bylaws, but a practice as evidenced by the AOC Agendas and Minutes. (AOC
Agenda/Minutes dated April 7, 2008)
RECOMMENDATION: AOC consider adding language to AOC Bylaws that state the AOC has the responsibility
to annually evaluate the performance of the External Auditors and to review their quality control procedures
by reviewing and discussing their Peer Review.

15. The AOC meets with the External Auditors to review
and discuss its Management Letter and the County’s
progress towards implementation of the external
auditor’s recommendations, progress towards
completion of the financial audit, any significant
issues noted by them, and receive advice for
ensuring and maintaining auditable financial
statements.

Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 89-94)
IAD Charter (Lines 50-55)

Comments:
AOC Bylaws – The AOC’s authority and objectives includes overseeing the quality of financial reporting
activities which portray the County’s financial condition, results of operations, and plans and long-term
commitments, primarily through oversight of the public accounting firm providing the external audit coverage
of the County’s consolidated financial statements. In addition, the Committee shall review audit results of
County programs for which the Board has responsibility.
IAD Charter – The AOC is an advisory committee to the BOS and provides oversight of the County’s Internal
Audit Department and external audit coverage. The Committee helps to promote and enhance effective
internal controls for County operations, and serves as an important communication link between external
auditors, internal auditors, and operating management.
Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 114 – The Auditor’s Communication With Those Charged With
Governance, establishes standards and provides guidance for the external auditor’s communication with
those charged with governance. Examples of required communication include: planned scope and timing of
the audit, and significant findings.
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AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

16. The AOC has oversight responsibilities of the
Internal Audit Department exercised by meeting at
least quarterly. Such meetings should be open,
supported by agenda and relevant material that is
routed in advance.

Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
AOC Bylaws (Lines 63-70)
BOS Resolution No. 95-271,
(Page 1, Lines 20-22)

Comments:
BOS Resolution – The AOC is directed to act in an oversight capacity to the Internal Audit Unit, including
approval of the annual audit plan.
AOC Bylaws – At a minimum, the Committee will meet on a quarterly basis. All meetings will be subject to the
Ralph M. Brown Act. Whenever, possible, quarterly meetings will be prescheduled at the beginning of each
year to ensure attendance. County staff will keep minutes of each meeting and offer them for Committee
approval as the first item on the subsequent meeting agenda. Whenever possible, such minutes will be
distributed to Committee members in draft form within a reasonable time after the meeting and in advance of
the subsequent meeting.
The AOC meets quarterly with IAD. At each AOC meeting, IAD provides the following activity reports:
meeting minutes, Quarterly Status Reports that list all audits and follow-up audits; Executive Summaries of
Audit Findings; External Audit Coverage; IT Briefing Reports.
The County Internal Auditor provides the BOS at a regular public Board meeting with Internal Audit
Department’s Monthly Audit Activity Report, which is a monthly summary of all audit reports issued during the
prior month.
The County Internal Auditor meets regularly with BOS members on an individual basis.

17. The Governmental entity has established an
independent Internal Audit Department that reports
to the highest level of governance to ensure its
independence. (GFOA/GAO/IIA)

Report of Compliance Audit of the Boards’
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Comments:
Board Resolution – The Board of Supervisors, based on statutory authority vested exclusively with them,
established the Internal Audit Department for the entire County independent from the Auditor-Controller
reporting directly to the Board and correspondingly created the Audit Oversight Committee to provide advice
and guidance and to approve the annual audit plan on behalf of the Board.
IAD Charter – The Board of Supervisors of the County of Orange established a full-time, independent internal
audit department. The Board established an internal audit department to optimize auditor independence. The
Internal Audit Director and other internal audit staff shall follow recognized professional auditing standards
(e.g., GAO, IIA, AICPA, and SEC) and are free of County operational and management responsibilities that
would conflict with the standards. The Internal Audit Director shall report directly to the Board of Supervisors
and be advised by an established Audit Oversight Committee designated by the Board. The purpose and
intent of this reporting relationship is to clearly establish auditor independence by reporting directly to the
Board.
Three separate external and independent Peer Reviewers have confirmed that Internal Audit Department’s
organizational independence is sufficient to satisfy both the US Government Accountability Office’s “Yellow
Book;” the Institute of Internal Auditor’s “Red Book” and American Institute of Certified Public Accountant
Standards.

AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

18. The AOC/BOS meets privately (as laws permit) with
the County Internal Auditor, External Auditor, CEO,
A-C and CFO to ensure candid communication on
potentially sensitive matters.

Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
As allowed by the Brown Act

Comments:
California law restricts elected officials' ability to meet as a governing body outside the public viewing. As
such, both the AOC and BOS comply with the Brown Act as regards to the holding of private meetings under
the advisement of County Counsel. However, all county officers may meet individually with AOC and BOS
members (up to two in attendance at a time) to privately brief them on any issues related to their duties.

19. Create an Annual Plan of Agenda Items and
Activities for AOC to facilitate scheduling and
attendance at meetings.

Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 63-65)

Comments:
AOC Bylaws – At a minimum, the Committee will meet on a quarterly basis. All meetings will be subject to the
Ralph M. Brown Act. Whenever, possible, quarterly meetings will be prescheduled at the beginning of each
year to ensure attendance.
An Annual Planning Calendar is prepared and updated each quarter as warranted.
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OC Audit Oversight Committee
Compliance Checklist of Duties

AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)
20. The Internal Audit Department has a formal approved
Charter that clearly establishes its independence
from executive management. (AGA,IIA)

Did OC adopt
practice?

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)

Yes

(a) IAD Charter (All Lines)

(a) The Charter establishes the mission, role,
authority, reporting relationships and
responsibilities of the IAD.

Yes

(b) IAD Charter (Lines 19-20)

(b) The Charter specifically adopts the IIA
Professional Standards and Code of Conduct.

Yes

(c) IAD Charter (Lines 138-143)

(c) The Charter specifies that the Internal Auditor
have timely access to all records and personnel.

Yes

(d) IAD Charter (Lines 36-39)

(d) The Charter excludes the Internal Auditor and/or
his auditing staff from taking on concurrent
management responsibilities so as to ensure
independence and objectivity.

Yes

(f) IAD Charter (Lines 75-94 and
110-134)

(e) The Charter grants the Internal Auditor authority
to conduct all types of audits including financial,
compliance, internal controls, performance and
economies and efficiency audits.
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OC Audit Oversight Committee
Compliance Checklist of Duties
AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)

Comments:
(a) See IAD charter.
(b) The County’s Internal Audit Department shall follow the standards, policies, and operational procedures
established by the Institute of Internal Auditors.
(c) Except where prohibited by law, the Director and staff of the Internal Audit Department shall have complete
and unrestricted access to all of the County’s financial records, files, information systems, personnel, and
properties. The Internal Audit Director shall promptly report in writing to the Chair of the AOC whenever
significant barriers or resistance to access to information and personnel occurs. To protect legally
confidential information, no internal audit report shall directly reference or quote confidential information
that is protected.
(d) The Board established an Internal Audit Department to optimize auditor independence. The Internal Audit
Director and other internal audit staff shall follow recognized professional auditing standards and be free of
County operational and management responsibilities that would conflict with the standards.
The objective, scope, and authority of the Internal Audit Department shown on Lines 75-94 and 110-134 in the
IAD Charter.

AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

21. The hiring, compensation and termination of the
County Internal Auditor should be made by either
the highest governance authority in the entity or an
AOC comprised entirely of outside members
(individuals who are not management that are
subject to audit). This assurance is critical to
support compliance with the US Government
Accountability Office’s (GAO) and the Institute of
Internal Auditors (IIA) audit standards regarding the
auditor’s independence (Auditing standards from
the GAO 3.10, 3.12 and IIA-1110).

Yes
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OC Audit Oversight Committee
Compliance Checklist of Duties
AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)

Comments:
The responsibility for hiring, compensation, performance, and termination is exclusively vested with the 5
publicly elected BOS as specified in IAD Charter, (Lines 57-65) “so as to shield the County Internal Auditor
from undue management influence in performing his/her job.” This Board action ensures that IAD fully
complies with GAO’s (Section 3.10, 3.12) independence standards thereby enabling IAD to conduct required
government audits.
The Charter states that the County Internal Auditor shall report directly to the Board of Supervisors and be
advised by an established Audit Oversight Committee designated by the Board. The purpose and intent of this
direct reporting relationship with the BOS is to clearly establish the County Internal Auditor’s independence
from management (Lines 43-46). The fact that the County Internal Auditor reports directly to the BOS on both
a functional and administrative level is a critical factor in the Internal Audit Department receiving a “fully
complies” rating from 3 separate Peer Reviews as regards its Organizational and External independence as
required by both the GAO and IIA Standards.
The profession recognizes that the inclusion of management on the Audit Oversight Committee, while useful in
an advisory capacity, can appear to, and could in fact, compromise the auditor should “management” (who
the County Internal Audit does audit) determine or influence the selection, retention and compensation of the
auditor instead of the entity’s governing body. (GAO 3.12)
As specified in the Board approved Charter of 2002 – “To promote the independence and to relieve the
Department from inappropriate management influence or pressure and to ensure the stability and
effectiveness of the Internal Auditing Department, an affirmative vote of a majority of the Board shall be
required to hire or to terminate the Internal Audit Director.” (Lines 57-59).
The County Internal Auditor’s performance and salary is evaluated and determined on a formal basis annually
by the BOS, per the County Internal Auditor’s Employment Contract. The public is notified of this event per the
Boards’ official agenda. The evaluation is held in a Closed Meeting with the BOS.

22. The IAD Charter specifies that part of the AOC or
Governing Body responsibility is to shield the
Internal Auditor from undue managerial influence in
performing his/her job.

Yes

IAD Charter (Lines 57-65)

Comments:
The IAD Charter contains very explicit direction and assurances as regards to ensuring the County Internal
Auditor’s independence. Specifically the Charter states: “To promote the independence and to relieve the
Department from inappropriate management influence or pressure and to ensure the stability and
effectiveness of the Internal Auditing Department, an affirmative vote of a majority of the Board shall be
required to hire or to terminate the Internal Audit Director.

AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

23. The AOC or Governing Body reviews and approves
the Internal Audit Department Annual Audit Plan.

Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
BOS Resolution No. 95-271,
(Page 1, Lines 20-22)
AOC Bylaws (Lines 85-87)
IAD Charter (Lines 150- 157)
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OC Audit Oversight Committee
Compliance Checklist of Duties
AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)
Comments:

Did OC adopt
practice?

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)

The original BOS resolution creating the Internal Audit Department and establishing the AOC delegates to the
AOC responsibility to review and approve the Annual Audit Plan. Each year this is included on the AOC
agenda and all relevant comments and approval is documented in the AOC minutes. After it is approved by the
AOC, it is included in a Monthly Audit Activities Status Report and presented to the Board at a regular Board
meetings.
BOS Resolution – The Board of Supervisors directs the Audit Oversight Committee to act in an oversight
capacity to the Internal Audit Unit, including approval of the annual audit plan.
AOC Bylaws – The scope of the Audit Oversight Committee includes overseeing the establishment and
maintenance of the County’s internal control structure primarily through oversight of the activities of the
Internal Audit Department.
IAD Charter – The Internal Audit Department reserves resources to accommodate Board of Supervisors
requests. Individual Board members desiring specific audit projects shall place on the agenda their proposal
for review and approval by Board majority. The Internal Audit Director reserves the right to determine how to
best fit the Board directed review into the audit plan.

24. The AOC or Governing Body reviews and approves
substantial changes to the Internal Audit
Department Annual Audit Plan.

Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 85-87, 95-97)

Comments:

All substantial changes to the Annual Audit Plan are clearly noted on the Quarterly Audit Plan Status Report
and brought to the attention of the AOC for its review and approval. The AOC’s approval is documented in the
AOC minutes.
The scope for the Audit Oversight Committee’s authority includes: … (b) to oversee the establishment and
maintenance of the County’s internal control structure primarily through oversight of the activities of the
Internal Audit Department…(d) to oversee and monitor County compliance with pertinent laws and
regulations, applicable ethical standards, and conflicts of interest and fraud policies through review of the
results of activities of the Internal Audit Department.

25. The AOC/Governing Body affords the County
Internal Auditor some flexibility to change the plan
based upon his/her professional judgment.

Yes

IAD Charter (Lines 148-158)

Comments:
The County Internal Auditor historically reserves a percentage of his audit budget hours for special directives
from the BOS, which he discloses in his Annual Audit Plan submitted to the AOC for review and approval. The
IAD Charter also provides that the County Internal Auditor is to determine the priority and timing of the
scheduled audits unless otherwise directed.
The Internal Audit Department reserves resources to accommodate Board of Supervisors requests.
Individual Board members desiring specific audit projects shall place on the agenda their proposal for review
and approval by Board majority. The Internal Audit Director reserves the right to determine how to best fit the
Board directed review into the audit plan. The Internal Audit Director shall be responsible for preparing an
annual audit plan identifying the most productive and essential audit projects.

AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20
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practice?

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
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AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20

Did OC adopt
practice?

26. The AOC/Governing Body receives and reviews the
Internal Audit Department Annual Risk Assessment.

Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
AOC Bylaws (Lines 85-87)
IAD Charter
(Lines 155-158)

Comments:
The AOC does receive and review IAD’s Risk Assessment as part of their review and approval of the Annual
Audit Plan.
AOC Bylaws – The scope for the Audit Oversight Committee’s authority includes overseeing the establishment
and maintenance of the County’s internal control structure primarily through oversight of the activities of the
Internal Audit Department.
IAD Charter – The Internal Audit Director shall be responsible for preparing an annual audit plan identifying
the most productive and essential audit projects.

27. The AOC/Governing Body receives and reviews a
summary of audit coverage provided by the Internal
Audit Department.

Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 85-87)
IAD Charter
(Lines 69-73, 115-116, 128-129,
155-158)

Comments:
The AOC meets quarterly with IAD. At each AOC meeting, IAD provides the following activity reports:
Quarterly Status Reports that list all audits and follow-up audits; Executive Summaries of Audit Findings;
External Audit Coverage; IT Briefing Reports.
IAD provides the BOS with IAD’s Monthly Activity Report, which is a monthly summary of all audit reports
issued during the month.
The County Internal Auditor meets regularly with BOS members.
AOC Bylaws – The scope for the Audit Oversight Committee’s authority includes overseeing the establishment
and maintenance of the County’s internal control structure primarily through oversight of the activities of the
Internal Audit Department.
IAD Charter – The objective of internal auditing is to assist the Board of Supervisors and county management
in the effective discharge of their fiduciary responsibilities. To this end, internal auditing furnishes them with
audits, analyses, evaluations, recommendations, counsel, and information concerning the activities reviewed.
The audit objective includes promoting effective internal control at reasonable costs (Lines 69-73). The
Internal Audit Department’s responsibilities include: developing and executing a comprehensive audit
program for the evaluation of internal controls established over county financial and business activities (Lines
115-116); and publishing reports on the results of audit examinations including recommendations for
improvements in the internal control processes (Lines 128-129). The Internal Audit Director shall be
responsible for preparing an annual audit plan identifying the most productive and essential audit projects
(Lines 155-158).
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AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

28. The AOC supports the effectiveness of the Internal
Audit Department audits by ensuring that all audit
recommendations are taken seriously and followedup on in a timely manner. They receive, review and
discuss status reports of all open audit issues. The
AOC directly contacts management when
warranted.

Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
IAD Charter (Lines 51-53, 131132, 160-164)
AOC Administrative Procedure
No. 1, (Lines 50-66)

Comments:
IAD reports quarterly to the AOC on all open findings and conducts formal follow-up audits of all open items as
directed by the IAD Charter and AOC Administrative Procedure.
IAD Charter – The Audit Oversight Committee assists the Board in ensuring that appropriate action is taken on
audit findings (Lines 51-53). The Internal Audit Department’s responsibilities include appraising the adequacy
of actions taken by operating management to correct reported deficient conditions (Line 131-132). In
accordance with the Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing, the Internal Audit Director
shall establish a system to follow up on reported audit findings. The system established should include
updated comments and recommendations as appropriate (Lines 160-164).
AOC Administrative Procedure No. 1 – When departments/agencies have advised that recommendations have
been occurred with and actions have been or will be implemented; the Internal Audit Department will verify
the current conditions or implementation. The Internal Audit Department may do this directly or on a sample
basis, by performing follow-up audits as provided in the Annual Audit Plan. The follow-up audits may be
budgeted within the Annual Audit Plan as a category, as a specific item, as part of the scheduled audit
coverage of the department/agency or within the hours set aside in the Annual Audit Plan for special request
audits. The current status of recommendations will be followed up no later than the end of the second fiscal
year after the audit report has been issued. The Internal Audit Department will report the results of the followup audits periodically, but not less than annually to the Audit Oversight Committee. When
departments/agencies have advised that recommendations are under study, follow-up will be determined on a
case basis; however, the recommendations will be revisited no later than six-months after the issuance of the
audit report.

29. The AOC ensures that once the Internal Audit
Department’s Annual Audit Plan has been approved,
all requests for audits come through the AOC or
through directives from the Government Body (BOS)
in a public meeting.

Yes

IAD Charter (Lines 148-158)
BOS Resolution No. 95-271,
(Page 1, Lines 22-25)

Comments:

The AOC does approve changes quarterly to the Audit Plan and the AOC’s approval and acceptance is
documented in the AOC minutes. The IAD Charter states: “The Internal Audit Department reserves resources
to accommodate Board of Supervisors requests. Individual Board members desiring specific audit projects
shall place on the agenda their proposal for review and approval by Board majority. The Internal Audit
Director reserves the right to determine how to best fit the Board directed review into the audit plan.”
BOS Resolution – All Audit Oversight Committee members will have an equal voice in the decision-making
process. With the approval of the Chairman, a substitute may attend the meeting with the member’s proxy.
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AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

30. The Governing Body/AOC receives all Internal Audit
Department final audit reports in a timely basis and
holds discussions if deemed necessary.

Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
AOC Administrative Procedure
No. 1, (Lines 42-47)
IAD Charter (Lines 67-72)

Comments:
The BOS by direction requires IAD to submit all completed audit reports to it on a monthly basis and discusses
the individual audits in their public meeting as deemed warranted.
AOC Administrative Procedure – All official audit reports are released to all end users on the same day. To
ensure the Governing Body receives them, all official audit reports are submitted to the County’s Clerk of the
Board for official acceptance and distribution to the BOS.
In addition, the County Internal Auditor (CIA) provides for each audit report for release to the public/press an
Audit Report Highlight that summarizes the key aspects of the audit, Why it was Audited, What the Auditors
Found, and the Background of the audited entity. The CIA also provides in the audit report itself the auditee
(management) response to the audit findings and recommendations. The reply requires management to
clearly state how and when they will implement corrective action to each of the CIA’s audit findings.
IAD Charter – The objective of internal auditing is to assist the Board of Supervisors and county management
in the effective discharge of their fiduciary responsibilities. To this end, the IAD furnishes them with audits,
analyses, evaluations, recommendations, counsel, and information concerning the activities reviewed.

31. The AOC reviews and discusses the status of the
Internal Audit Department Audit Plan, related
progress, challenges and audit results in an open
meeting at least quarterly.
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Comments:
The County Internal Auditor presents a full accounting to the AOC and BOS quarterly.
AOC Bylaws – At a minimum, the Audit Oversight Committee will meet on a quarterly basis. All meetings will
be subject to the Ralph M. Brown Act. Whenever possible, quarterly meetings will be prescheduled at the
beginning of each year to ensure attendance (Lines 63-65). The scope for the Audit Oversight Committee’s
authority includes: … (b) to oversee the establishment and maintenance of the County’s internal control
structure primarily through oversight of the activities of the Internal Audit Department (Lines 85-87)… (d) To
oversee and monitor County compliance with pertinent laws and regulations, applicable ethical standards,
and conflicts of interest and fraud policies through review of the results of activities of the Internal Audit
Department (Lines 95-97).
IAD Charter – The Audit Oversight Committee is an advisory committee to the Board of Supervisors and
provides oversight of the County’s Internal Audit Department and external audit coverage. The Committee
assists the Board in ensuring the independence of the internal audit function and ensuring that appropriate
action is taken on audit findings. The Committee helps to promote and enhance, effective internal controls for
County operations, and serves as an important communication link between external auditors, internal
auditors, and operating management (Lines 50-55). To this end, internal auditing furnishes them with audits,
analyses, evaluations, recommendations, counsel, and information concerning the activities reviewed (Lines
69-73).

AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)
32. The AOC/Governing Body receives and reviews
auditee’s comments and corrective action plans.

Did OC adopt
practice?
Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
AOC Administrative Procedure
No. 1, (Lines 26-58)

Comments:
By policy OC IAD incorporates and attaches in the audit report itself managements’ required replies to the
audit findings and recommendations. OCIAD will issue a final report incorporating the departmental/agency
reply in the report. The final report will be filed with each member of the Audit Oversight Committee, with a
copy to the District Attorney if required. One copy of the audit report will be also be forwarded to the CEO,
each member of Board of Supervisors, the Grand Jury and the Clerk of the Board. An appropriate number of
copies will be forwarded to the audited department/agency.

33. The AOC ensures required Peer Reviews of the
Internal Audit Department are conducted.

Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 99-102)

Comments:
Required by AOC Bylaws. The last Peer Review was conducted for the three years ending June 30, 2007,
dated August 27, 2007. The next one is due August 30, 2010. IAD received the highest rating in all 11
categories on each of its three Peer Reviews.
The scope of the Audit Oversight Committee’s authority and objectives include “ensuring that an external
quality control review of the Internal Audit Department is conducted every three to five years by an
organization not affiliated with the internal audit department in accordance with the United States
Accountability Office’s Government Auditing Standards.”
Report of Compliance Audit of the Boards’
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34. The AOC receives, reviews, and discusses the
results of Peer Reviewers of the Internal Audit
Department in a public meeting.

Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 61-70)

Comments:
The AOC Bylaws require that the Peer Review be conducted under Government Auditing Standards (Chapter
3, Section 3.61), which requires that Peer Review Auditors communicated the results to those charged with
governance.
AOC Bylaws – At a minimum, the Committee will meet on a quarterly basis. All meetings will be subject to the
Ralph M. Brown Act. Whenever, possible, quarterly meetings will be prescheduled at the beginning of each
year to ensure attendance. County staff will keep minutes of each meeting and offer them for Committee
approval as the first item on the subsequent meeting agenda. Whenever possible, such minutes will be
distributed to Committee members in draft form within a reasonable time after the meeting and in advance of
the subsequent meeting.

AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

35. The AOC ensures all the Internal Audit Department
Peer Reviewer’s recommendations are addressed.

Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
AOC Bylaws (Lines 99-102)
The citation provides a
requirement for the Peer
Review. However, there is no
requirement to address any
recommendations.

Comments:
It is the AOC’s practice to ensure that IAD adequately addresses all recommendations from a Peer Review just
as all other audit findings are monitored. The fact that no findings were noted in the last 3 Peer Reviews does
not change the IAD standard audit Finding Follow-Up process.

36. The AOC monitors the entity’s internal controls,
fraud prevention and investigation activities and
receives summaries of Whistleblower Hotline
investigations and results.

Report of Compliance Audit of the Boards’
Audit Oversight Committee
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Yes

AOC Bylaws (Lines 95-97, 104105)
IAD Charter (Lines 10-15, 24-26,
145-146)
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Comments:
The BOS has assigned to the OC IAD responsibility for overseeing the County-wide Hotline for Waste, Fraud
and Abuse of County resources. The OC IAD has established a 24/7 hour Hotline phone and web service for
county employees and citizens and provides the AOC /BOS with semiannual Hotline Activity Reports.
AOC Bylaws – The scope of the Audit Oversight Committee’s authority and objectives includes…overseeing
and monitoring County compliance with pertinent laws and regulations, applicable ethical standards, and
conflicts of interest and fraud policies through review of the results of activities of the Internal Audit
Department (Lines 95-97)…to immediately notify the Board in writing should the Committee determine any
significant or material irregularity exists in County operations (Lines 104-105).
IAD Charter – The Internal Audit Department supports and assists the Board of Supervisors and County
management in the realization of their business goals and objectives. Our contribution to this effort is testing
and reporting on the effectiveness of their internal control systems and processes. County management
relies on these systems and processes for safeguarding the County’s assets and resources, reasonable and
prudent financial stewardship, accurate recording and reporting, and achieving the County’s goals and
objectives (Lines 10-15). Internal auditing helps an organization accomplish its objectives by bringing a
systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control, and
governance processes (Lines 24-26). Upon initiation of an audit involving potential or suspected fraud, the
Internal Audit Director shall consult with the County’s Chief Counsel for legal advice and coordination of
efforts (Lines 145-146).

AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

37. The AOC oversees all audit activities occurring
throughout the County through reports prepared by
Internal Audit Department that summarize the
status of the audits conducted of the entity in
addition to the annual external audit of the
financials.

Yes

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)
AOC Administrative Procedure
No. 2

Comments:
IAD provides the AOC with The Quarterly External Audit Coverage reports that identify external audits being
conducted in the County, as reported by the Department/ Agencies, and an executive summary which
identifies the total audits in progress, planned, and completed, along with any material issues identified.

Report of Compliance Audit of the Boards’
Audit Oversight Committee
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38. The Governing Body/AOC addresses in an open
meeting the adequacy of the Internal Audit
Department budget to accomplish their audit
objectives and duties with any resulting
recommendations presented to the BOS. (OC Best
Practice)

Yes

IAD Charter (Lines 57-65)

Comments:
The AOC/OC IAD Charter states that the Board of Supervisors shall be responsible for the Internal Audit
Department’s annual budget, staffing size, and the salaries and classifications of the staff taking into
consideration the recommendations by the Audit Oversight Committee. Both the BOS and AOC publically
meet and discuss the adequacy of the OC IAD Budget in a timely manner.

AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

39. AOC members receive an “initial” and “ongoing”
orientation as considered appropriate given the
nature of their professional experience to their AOC
duties and responsibilities as well as to the role of
the Internal Audit Department.

Yes

Report of Compliance Audit of the Boards’
Audit Oversight Committee
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AGA/GFOA/GAO/IIA Practices and Standards
(Footnote 1, Page 20)

Did OC adopt
practice?

Reference
(Footnote 2, Page 20)

Comments:
The fact that both the Chair and Vice Chair of the BOS are permanent members of the AOC ensures that those
individuals with ultimate responsibilities for County governance bring their extensive governmental
experience as well as their electing constituents’ perspectives to bear on the types, nature and timing of
internal audits, managements accountability and compliance as well as management of business and control
risks. The County Internal Auditor routes to all BOS members all AOC Quarterly Status Reports including the
approved minutes.
The County Internal Auditor provides each new member of the AOC with an orientation packet and briefing on
the history of the IAD, copies of all relevant materials such as the IAD Charter, AOC Bylaws and Administrative
Procedures. In addition County Counsel opinions pertaining to the BOS and IAD authority are provided and
discussed, also the CIA meets regularly to brief, on an individual basis, the BOS Chair and Vice Chair as well
as the A/C, the CEO and the Treasurer. In addition, each AOC member provides their own unique perspective
and corporate knowledge to bear in the informal and private briefings they provide to the rotating BOS
members on the AOC.
RECOMMENDATION:
AOC consider whether the current AOC orientation practices are adequate as it relates to their duties and the
merits of directing staff to revise or augment the orientation as considered beneficial.

Footnote 1
The basis for the listing of Recommended Practices is derived from the Association of Government Auditor’s
(AGA) November 2008, 39 page report titled “Characteristics of Effective Audit Committees in Federal, State
and Local Governments.” Our checklist represents applicable GFOA recommended practices and AGA
identified “Best Practices” for AOC of governmental entities. It also incorporates critical and relevant GAO
and IAD auditing standards support the independence of the internal audit function from undue pressures
and influences from management which is an essential duty and responsibility of the Governing Body and
AOC of any organization. As a guiding principle for all readers of the AGA report, AGA explicitly states,
“one size does not fit all- this report identifies many best practices and good ideas for government
audit committees. Not all practices and ideas are appropriate for every committee. Each
government will have to select those practices that work well for them.” This checklist was developed
in the spirit of AGA’s objective in releasing this research report.

Footnote 2
Cited support for OC AOC compliance with best Government Entities Best Practices for Audit Oversight
Committees is obtained from:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The BOS approved Resolution No. 95-271 of 1995 establishing both the AOC and IAD.
The BOS approved Charter for IAD, dated 12/17/02, Minute Order No. S102C.
The BOS approved OC AOC Bylaws, dated 12/17/02, Minute Order No. S102B.
AOC Administrative Procedure Number 1, dated March 1, 2000, Audit Report Distribution.
AOC Administrative Procedure Number 2, dated May 22, 1996, Reporting On External Audits.
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OC Audit Oversight Committee
ATTACHMENT B – Review Calendar Checklist
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ATTACHMENT B – Review Calendar Checklist
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ATTACHMENT C – AOC Response to Recommendations
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